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Aer

Basic model which represents the beauty-in-simplicity 
concept. The hose is finished in white leather and handle 
made of maple wood. This is dominated by porcelain body 
and ice-clear vase.
Harmony and simplicity, this is SHISHA ORIGINAL.

As Pure as Snow



Aqua

Shisha Origina with a touch of identity. Clear vase 
is decorated with cut motif of grass and nicely combines 
with dark leather and maple handle. This shisha will clearly 
define your attitude.
Respect to nature and progress, this is SHISHA ORIGINAL.

Crispness and Freedom



Terra

Clear look complemented by checked cut on the vase 
and large ornament with diagonals and curves on the pipe. 
The combination of beef leather hose and our wooden 
handle gives the pipe a really hot look. Perfect accessorie 
for stylish city lifestyle. 
Smart design and style, this is SHISHA ORIGINAL.

Sophistication and Delicacy



Ignis

The top of the range of our white porcelain shishas.   
This model will amaze you and everyone around you with thick  
crystal checked cut on the vase, the large pattern finished in gold,  
the body of Czech porcelain, the leather hose of cocoa colour  
and handle of maple and walnut wood. True combination  
of luxury and premium concept. 
Luxury and elegance, this is SHISHA ORIGINAL.

Jewel of Gold



Atra

Made from black porcelain. Absolute rarity in the water 
pipe market. Hand sand-blasted gold-colored ornaments 
perfectly underline its originality.  
Stand out, be original !

Top of the Aristo Line - that is Atra





Innovative concept, the only one of its kind  
which combines stylish and unique way to enjoy smoking of shisha.

The Mood will amaze you with original design and style
and will perfectly reflect your taste anywhere you go.

Discover your mood, discover yourself.



White

An atypical shisha with unique shape.  
Mood will astonish you with its simple curves,  
compact design and variable appearances.
It is smaller and easy to carry around.  
Made of Czech porcelain, Bohemia Crystal glass  
and stainless steel.

Great Spirit in a Small Body



Blue

Mood is designed also in blue-glass version.  
Top quality of used materials guarantees rare experience. 
Fresh, modern and progressive design perfectly reflects 
your inner-self and makes the shisha a perfect companion.

The Reflection of Your Inner Self



Black

This model will astonish you with its brilliant 
interconnection of unique design and perfect  
functionality. This is the fearless black stallion!  
Try it for yourself...

Simple, Elegant and Energetic!



Pink

Discover your soft side in this white-pink combination,  
which perfectly reflects the trends of today’s  
modern times.
Be Pink! Be ORIGINAL!

Pink? Not Only for Women



Sapphire

The color shade of blue fades into slight purple, 
creating unique light reflection from every angle. 
Experience this stunning effect in action.

Enhanced by Titanium Coating



Silver

Feel captivated by this characteristic combination.  
Precious metal polished to perfection.

Porcelain Body Protected by Silver Armor



Golden

Add a touch of luxury to your collection.  
New approach to our classic line.  
Stand out! Be ORIGINAL!

Noble Gemstone with Golden Finesse





SHISHA ORIGINAL lounge & café
Our flagship anchored in the Czech Republic.

With your own eyes, you may discover the ORIGINAL porcelain hookahs  

that decorate many well-known hotels and bars around the world.  

Our Shisha Masters will make sure that you feel nothing but pleasure  

every time you visit SHISHA ORIGINAL lounge & café. 

It’s time for a private party
Would you like to celebrate your birthday, organize a bachelor party  

or any other event only for you and your companions? Leave it to us! 

We’ve got all you need to make your party unforgettable - suitable place,  

skilled staff, great sound system, private bar, gaming console or 4K 3D projector.

Do you want to find out more, book your table  

or make a reservation for a special occasion?

We are looking forward to your visit.

#ShishaOriginal

#ShishaOriginalLounge

www.shishaoriginal.com/lounge

Email: lounge@shishaoriginal.com

Address: Husova 6, Brno, Czech Republic





Contact Us,
We’ll Gladly Help You

hello@shishaoriginal.com
www.shishaoriginal.com

SHISHA ORIGINAL s.r.o.
Plotní 688/75
602 00 Brno

Czech Republic

Shisha Original Official
shishaoriginallounge

shisha_original_official
shishaoriginallounge



www.shishaoriginal.com


